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                                            Providing succinct, entertaining and savvy thinking on global capital markets. Our goal is to provide discerning investors the most essential information and commentary to stay in tune with what's happening in the markets, while providing unique perspectives on essential financial issues. And just as important, Fisher Investments MarketMinder aims to help investors discern between useful information and potentially misleading hype.
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        What We're Reading
    


    

                How India Can Take Chinaâ€™s Growth Crown
                By Dan Strumpf, Anup Roy and Abhishek Gupta, Bloomberg, 4/8/2024

                
                    MarketMinder’s View: This long-ish piece mentions a few companies, so a quick reminder that MarketMinder doesn’t make individual security recommendations. Their mention is coincident in highlighting a broader theme: Sentiment toward India continues running red hot. Citing several economic growth forecasts, this article suggests India could overtake a slowing China and become the world’s largest contributor to GDP growth by 2028 … if a smorgasbord of other things fall into place, including factory builds, higher labor force participation, urbanization and many, many more. Thing is, all forecasts are opinions, and none of this means India’s stock markets are poised to lead the world indefinitely. For one, the GDP calculations are based on a hypothetical called purchasing-power parity, which doesn’t measure actual output or actual contributions to global GDP growth. People once used the same math to argue China’s economy was already bigger than the US’s several years back, which hasn’t aged well. Two, it extrapolates purchasing-power parity math and recent GDP growth to form a hypothetical measure of “potential GDP,” which is just an opinion and hardly a self-fulfilling prophecy. Again, see China’s recent struggles. Three, the analysis leans on Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s likely winning a third term at upcoming elections and receiving a strong mandate for continued reform. Yet Modi’s government has already accomplished many of its initial policy goals, and his current campaign is focused on other issues, which likely limits the scope for meaningful reforms ahead. To be clear: we still think India’s big—and increasingly important—economy has promising fundamentals. But with sentiment so hot and the country’s positive prospects widely known, there isn’t much room for upside surprise to continue boosting Indian stocks. Instead, long-term forecasts like these show how high expectations are probably already baked into prices. For more on sentiment around India, see our recent commentary, “India: Solid Fundamentals, but Check Sentiment.”

                

                

                Americans See Inflation Rising Again in the Long Term, Key NY Fed Survey Shows
                By Staff, Fox Business, 4/8/2024

                
                    MarketMinder’s View: Results from the New York Fed’s March Survey of Consumer Expectations painted a mixed picture. Most consumer worries centered around labor markets and household finances, with more folks reporting less confidence in holding their job or finding a new one. Separately, respondents’ projections for inflation one year ahead held steady at 3.0% y/y, despite bumping up their three-year estimate to 2.9% y/y from February’s 2.7%. Most importantly though, this article assumes these expectations could impact inflation ahead—a mistake, in our view. “The survey, based on a rotating panel of 1,300 households, plays a critical role in determining how Fed policymakers respond to the inflation crisis. That is because actual inflation depends, at least in part, on what consumers think it will be. It is sort of a self-fulfilling prophecy – if everyone expects prices to rise by 3% in the year, that signals to businesses that they can increase prices by at least 3%. Workers, in turn, will want a 3% pay raise to offset the rising costs.” We think this is a step too far. For one, it seems to imply wages are an ingredient in inflation, something Nobel laureate Milton Friedman disproved decades ago by showing wage growth is an inflation after-effect. Two, it ignores that supply and demand in the actual marketplace determine prices—not surveys showing how much consumers expect prices to rise. Inflation is a monetary phenomenon, not a psychological one—and inflation expectations move concurrently with the inflation rate, not ahead of it. Which is normal, because surveys always reflect people’s feelings about the present and recent past. Feelings aren’t predictive.

                

                

                Why It Always Feels Like the Government Is About to Shut Down
                By Tia Yang and Amina Brown, FiveThirtyEight, 4/8/2024

                
                    MarketMinder’s View: One false fear we see all too often? Congress letting the clock run out on a spending bill or funding package, forcing part of the federal government to shut down. This article does a good job explaining the nuts and bolts on why government shutdown worries come around so often—and are therefore appearing to lose their power over investor sentiment. “The use of short-term stopgap funding bills to kick shutdown deadlines down the road, often repeatedly, has in fact become a routine part of how Congress functions (or dysfunctions, depending on your point of view). These measures, known as continuing resolutions, or CRs, extend government funding beyond the start of a new fiscal year if Congress fails to pass some or all of its 12 annual spending bills by the Sept. 30 deadline. Congress hasn’t met this deadline since fiscal year 1997. Since then, anywhere from 2 to 21 CRs have been enacted each year.” Time was, shutdown deadlines would spark widespread attention and handwringing. But as they have become more common, the fracas has largely died down, and the final bills have passed with little fanfare and without markets freaking out. Now, this doesn’t mean shutdown fears and the associated volatility are a thing of the past. If we get an actual shutdown, rather than the last-minute can kicks, it could affect sentiment temporarily. But even then, no shutdown has ever caused a bear market or recession. This is for a couple reasons: one, shutdowns only apply to non-essential operations, in which affected employees are paid in arrears when a deal finally passes. Two, the Federal government is a pretty small chunk of the American economy, muting the overall economic impact. So next time you see shutdown worries in headlines (which you inevitably will), understand it is just how the Federal government works these days. 
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    Connect With Us

    Call us at (888) 823-9566

Find Fisher Investments on social media.


    


    
	
            
                
                
                     
                
            
        
	
            
                
                
                    













	
            
                
                
                    

	
            
                
                
                     
                
            
        
	
            
                
                
                     
                
            
        
	
            
                
                
                    


    

    Get the Fisher App

    Available for US customers only.
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Investing in securities involves a risk of loss. Past performance is never a guarantee of future returns. Investing in foreign stock markets involves additional risks, such as the risk of currency fluctuations.
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You are now leaving FisherInvestments.com. Click Confirm to continue or click Close to remain on this page.
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